
high-impact, innovative turning point events and solutions

FAMILY APPRECIATION



It is a pleasure to provide you with a concept proposal for the family appreciation immersive 
experiences. In this document we provide information on events which may be virtual or 
face to face events. These will take place nationally in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. 
There are usually 2-3 events per financial year. The events may actually differ from region to 
region.

We would like to focus on family orientated events which are fully inclusive for kids and 
adults. The event will be a one day or evening event.  You will assess the Lockdown Covid-19 
situation and timeline as part of your planning and decision making.

In this proposal, we have included a wide variety of experiences that are well suited to 
families. 

We understand that each immersive experience will be a bespoke event and we will adapt 
our products for this client centric approach rather than corporate team events. We will tailor 
the approach to suit families and will ensure that family members of all ages can participate 
and be included.

Below we have indicated which events can run face to face and which can we adapted to run 
virtually.

EVENT FACE TO FACE VIRTUAL
  Dark Room

  Photo Antics

  Mosaic Magic

  Graffiti Grooves

  Know more Adventure

  Symphony of Sounds

  Senses of Safari

  Chef Masters

  Squeeze and Teas

  So you think you can bake?

  Sky Rally

  The Drive In



WE DO VIRTUAL EVENTS DIFFERENTLY

Virtual events are the future and not simply a current lockdown 
substitute. They should be as good, if not better than face to 
face events. At Elephants in Main Street, we have taken our 
virtual events to the next level. Participants will be connected 
and will experience a real life situation which they share 
through technology.

Families will participate from their homes. All family members 
will be able to participate and enjoy the event. Our logistics 

team will prepare and deliver clean and sterile technology 
kits including iPads, camera’s, tripods, ring lights etc. This will 
enable the family to record their session and share it on the 
selected private social meeting platform. The collective teams 
can share their magical moments with the other participants.

Each virtual event concept presented herein will have its own 
set-up and special goodie bags of goods delivered to all the 
participants. Whether its fresh premium produce for Chef 
Masters or mosaic kits for Mosaic Magic, everyone will be 
delighted and excited by the contents.

We will invite celebrity chefs, artists, astronomers and market 
leaders to join the sessions and impart their knowledge to the 
families during the event.

Our team will ensure the technology used runs smoothly and 
that all the families can easily connect and participate. This 
will be the new normal and an event to remember.



Your participants will experiment with digital 
photographic technology and the ability to 
transform their own photographs into visions that 
will compel them into the future together. They’l 
be required to tap into their creative side and 
use classic stills that ooze spirit and atmosphere. 
Our facilitators will provide simple step-by-step 
instructions to everything the participants need to 
know about how to make their own photographic 
masterpieces. 

The teams will be challenged to plan, stage, shoot, 
and print, project or publish a unique series of 
photographs which tell their story. Photo Antics has 
been delivered by our team around the world. It 
creates new memories where teams come together 
and capture the future in a visual way that ignites 
commitment to a common goal, fuels your vision 
and opens the door to change. 

Just like the other turning points in the Creative 
Expressive category it is safe and accessible. It breaks 
down inertia and resistance to change in a flexible 
and lasting way. It helps teams adopt new ideas and 
inculcates new pathways which connect and unite 
people. This visually tactile process allows people 
to learn and collaborate using our most frequently 
used sense – sight!

Old patterns are abandoned as the level of trust 
and urgency grows. The combination of art and 
technology build new foundations of success 
as the delegates snap away, edit and redesign 
new moments of truth for themselves and their 
customers and markets in the future.

Turn negatives into positives. Focus on the future. 
Participants will be treated to a true once-in-a-
lifetime experience where they will experiment 
with professional cameras and the ability to develop 
their own photographs in a genuine darkroom 
which will be set up at the venue exclusively 
for them.  They’ll be required to tap into their 
creative side and produce classic stills that ooze 
spirit and atmosphere. Our facilitators will provide 
simple step-by-step instructions to everything 
the delegates need to know to create their own 
photographic masterpieces.

The invention of photography has enabled man to 
capture a moment in time which lasts for eternity. 
It helps deal with the instant gratification syndrome 
that prevents teams from maturing and appreciating 
the value of timing and apprenticeship which is so 
sadly lacking in many young teams today.

The elegance and drama of black and white 
photography has captivated us for centuries, 
and even with the relentless pace of technology, 
the attraction of this process has not been lost. 
Black and white photography is as timeless as the 
mountains, and is powerful and expressive, making 
it the perfect platform on which to build a dynamic, 
fulfilling team experience.

The black and white process is easy to follow and 
lends itself to experimentation and story-telling. 
The end result is a powerful visual communication 
and interpretation of how participants have viewed 
the challenges put before them. In the words of a 
famous photographer “to tell it like it is, is to lay it 
bare for the whole world to see” - a provocative 
medium that is guaranteed to excite and intrigue 
all who take part.



Shake things up and see your team get creative 
in the pursuit of a common goal. The result will 
be nothing short of colourful. GRAFFITI GROOVES 
is a masterpiece in terms of communication and 
trust, and is perfect for teams that value the spirit 
of competition and at the same time demand 
collaboration in the pursuit of a common goal and 
enjoy having loads of fun while learning. This is a 
funky and edgy creative process that allows teams 
to freely express their ideas in a medium that has 
very few rules or guidelines.

Participants will be equipped with all the necessary 
tools for this social collaboration. On canvas the 
team gets to express their creative talents using 

spray paint. The theme for the canvas could be your 
company values, the shared vision of your team, or 
a reflection of the day’s events.

This is a great way to re-enforce the companies 
branding. The trick is that each team has to 
communicate with the teams on either side of 
their pictures as part of the planning. At the end, 
all works of art are lined up together and together 
they must tell the whole story.

Teams will have some fantastic realisations about 
the need to plan ahead, apply basic principles, and 
work together to make it happen.

Prepare to be inspired by the beautiful creations 
your participants will create using the interesting 
art of mosaic. Every piece tells a story and serves a 
beautiful purpose – just like every member of your 
team. 

Let’s look at the building blocks that make up the 
success of this turning point: Co-creation, common 
vision, morale boosting, thinking outside the box 
and brand connection. 

Unlock the magic of your message by being 
artistically creative using the beauty of mosaic art. 
Produce a masterpiece in terms of vision, ideal 
scene and emotional connection. 

This fun session is a perfect way to raise 
collaboration, awareness of a common goal and 
enjoy having loads of fun in the process. Teams 
will be equipped with all the necessary tools. Use 
this process to galvanize teams, relaunch a new 
set of values, bring the vision and mission to life or 
simply change the vibe and feel of a common area 
or charity. There is no shortage to the number of 
applications. Because of the tangible nature of this 
process you can also use it to simulate creativity 
and relationships. Very powerful.

They produce lasting memories of the magic your 
team can create together.



An interactive experience that sways the senses as 
your team builds intricate awareness in all kinds of 
situations.

Do we really LISTEN? Take a moment to stop, close 
your eyes and listen to all the sounds around you. 
Now imagine creating your own Symphony of 
Sounds in the bushveld, off the coast of Pemba or 
the city…

Symphony of Sounds is a carefully facilitated 
interactive experience which is both stimulating and 
fun. It allows participants to rejuvenate their senses 
while learning and connecting with one another. 
Each group is challenged to go out and record the 
sounds of nature, the city, or their surroundings. 
Upon their return, using our high-tech computer 
systems, the team must create their very own 
Symphony of Sounds.

Value is extracted out of the traditional game drive 
by increasing the awareness of the sounds and the 
names of birds and their sounds... even the sound 
of the buzzing flies above the elephant dung adds 
a unique flair to the final production. We wrap 
everything up with a concert in the bush, where the 
symphonies will be played for all to listen to and 
enjoy. Thereafter we acknowledge and celebrate 
the hard work done, as teams and stars come up to 
receive their awards.

Connect with nature in a unique way that enables 
the team to experience the magic of the area 
they are in as well as have a number of personal 
realisations about the way in which they confront 
and handle life, people and problems Re-discover 
what it means to truly LISTEN.

May we propose a toast to the improved 
performance and new success that awaits your 
organisation after completing this scenic adventure. 
Welcome to the Know More Adventure. Set in the 
scenic wine lands – there is not a more beautiful 
classroom.

Participants have the opportunity to explore and 
interact with winemakers, entrepreneurs and 
business owners to discover their unique value 
proposition. Each team will travel to various wine 
estates where they will enjoy and appreciate each 
estate’s offering whilst having detailed discussions 
about similarities and differences between your 
respective businesses.

They will explore how each wine farm differentiates 
itself, deals with innovation and change and 
manages its identity in a sea of wine farms. Price, 

packaging and promotion will be explored. During 
the day there will be magnificent photo ops, 
cheese and olive oil tastings and of course the all- 
important wine tasting.

Consider your business and how it can learn and 
adapt after these informal focus groups with the 
Kings and Queens of the wine industry. The Know 
More Adventure helps your team enjoy and learn 
through the power of experiential learning. This is 
a first class experience and a tremendous treat for 
any team.



Give your team a taste of success in a three course 
meal challenge that will leave them hungry for 
success.

The culinary world is rapidly changing and people 
are far more interested in preparing healthy, 
delicious meals with the freshest ingredients. 

Join this gravy train and put your home cooks to the 
test.

Why not start with a masterclass with a leading chef. 
The chef will impart their knowledge and provide 
valuable tips on how to whip up a gastro sensation.

Each team will be supplied with a mystery basket 
of ingredients. Using these ingredients, the team 
creates a three course meal. 

Old family recipes get shared, braai masters get to 
shine and the spice gurus are in high demand. 

The real test comes in the actual execution of 
preparing the various dishes, as well as plating and 
garnishing each course. 

A full service is run, the head chef lose his rag, the 
sous chef throws in the towel but they get there in 
the end. 

Each course will be judged on the flavour, aroma 
and presentation of the meal. 

Full mobile kitchens are supplied and are decked 
out with all the utensils and equipment needed to 
create a taste sensation. 

Challenge the teams to push the boundaries and 
prepare a fine dining meal.

Clear your mind with the scenic views of nature 
and capture the essence of serenity in our thrilling 
escape into the wilderness, a perfect executive 
getaway that will add the right balance to work and 
life.

We equip your team with state of the art boats, Land 
Rovers, hot air balloons, helicopters and planes. All 
fully kitted out with amazing cameras, recording 
devices and all the supporting paraphernalia. We 
will unlock your senses and help you and your team 
build new bonds of shared affinity and excitement 
as you hunt and capture some of the region’s most 
spectacular footage available without ever lifting a 
gun or harming any fauna or flora.

The team will learn to read the land, anticipate the 
game, plan their shots and dramatically increase 
their understanding of not only each other, but also 
zoom in on the pulse and order of nature. Senses 
of Safari is filled with reflection points, such as the 
team patiently sitting and waiting for the perfect 
moment to capture a fish eagle selecting his prey, 
unperturbed by the distractions of surrounding 
animals. What better example of learning to hold 

one’s position than to capture this story? They will 
experience the thrill of photographing a herd of 
elephants crossing a river, watching the matriarch 
in action and the trunk to tail teamwork in play. 
They’re watching strategy in action as a baboon 
harvests a nest of crocodile eggs and has a feast - 
only to see justice occur as mama croc comes out 
of the water, the wheel of nature turns against the 
baboon.

The team will have the benefit of world class 
photographic input and direction from award 
winning photographic coaches and the pleasure 
of staying in some of the most rugged and most 
royal venues on the continent. The process is best 
run between March and November. We use the 
Chobe area as a backdrop for this project. There 
are also options in the North of the Kruger Park, 
Mozambique and Namibia.

It is a great way to challenge your people. It 
reacquaints busy executives with their work-life 
balance and is a superb platform for the senior 
team to involve their spouses and reconnect.  Also 
available in a parent / child combination.



Cakes are the perfect symbol of celebration.

Celebrate with the sweetest event ever. When it 
comes to celebrating success, this event really is the 
cherry on the cake.

Put on your apron and bakers hat and bake the 
perfect cake, decorate it and take home the title of 
Cake Master as a team. Create a perfectly decorated 
three tier masterpiece.

Impress our panel of professional bakers with your 

butter-icing and fondant figurines. Creativity is 
put to the test as teams work with food colouring, 
rolling fondant and decorating a perfect cake. The 
cake needs to tell a story and reflect your team. 

Don’t be mistaken in thinking that real men won’t 
enjoy this challenge. Some of our most spectacular 
cakes have come from all male teams – alright so 
they were all engineers :)

We supply all the specialist facilitators, ingredients 
and the fully equipped mobile kitchen.

Squeeze and Teas is a fun-filled, morning wake-up 
call of herbal infusion and the adventure of taste 
and aroma. 

Delegates mix their own blend of teas, savour 
a range of coffees and create their very own 
smoothies, fruit drinks and invigorating mocktails. 

Greek yoghurt, honey, coconut milk, mangoes… 
Kick start the day with a healthy boost. 

Perfect as an ice-breaker. 

It gets everyone communicating and provides a 
nutritious start to the day. 

It also works well after an early morning walk 
before breakfast or during the mid-morning slot. 
We provide all the mixers, blenders, fruit and 
ingredients for teams to create their very own 
blends.



Everybody loves watching movies – remember 
going to the Drive In? This bygone era is the perfect 
medium to reintroduce into our new normal lives. It 
is safe, fun and social – from a distance.

Elephants In Main Street introduces The Drive In, 
a great new corporate, social club or community 
group experience. We have adapted our Movie 
Maker Experience into a virtual team turning point 
experience. Stay connected whilst apart.

You will film, script and act in your very own movie 
from your virtual office at home. Work together as 
a virtual team in this fantastic medium. Tell your 
teams story and have fun while doing it. Once the 
lockdown restrictions have been eased or lifted, get 
together at The Drive In and watch your movies on 
a big outdoor cinema screen. Imagine the impact, 
imagine the memories, the connection of people 
enjoying your movies together, while apart in their
cars. It will be an amazing outdoor activity. The 
screenings will be hosted at marvellous and 

exceptionally beautiful Covid-19 Safe venues with 
gorgeous scenery, a large parking lot and the galaxy 
of stars to brightening the mood.

Experience the magic of big screen again, we 
might be under lockdown but together we can 
create an unforgettable story. Stories that involve 
your creativity, that involve our power of  sharing 
happiness and innovations while apart. Imagine 
watching yourself and your colleagues in your 
own movies on such a prestigious platform. We 
provide the technology, coaching, support and 
the platform for you to celebrate life under this 
new normal. You are the stars of the show and we 
provide the platform to exhibit your movies. This is 
a winter edition and we will ensure you are home 
just before curfew. Your own blockbuster movies, 
exquisite venues, mouth-watering food baskets and 
phenomenal memories. 

This is the ultimate power of unity and creativity.

This is one small step for your participants and one 
giant leap for your organisation. 

Enjoy an evening of galaxy exploration right here 
from Earth.

Have you ever wanted to be able explore the 
universe? Here is your chance. We will equip you 
and your team with a wide range of telescopes and 
gadgets in your very own evening event. 

SKY RALLY is an interactive challenge that can be 
run anywhere, regardless of cloud cover. We unlock 
the galaxies whilst the Gluhwein flows. Each team 
moves from checkpoint to checkpoint. 

They laugh together and learn from one another 
as they as look up into the sky and explore the 
tapestry of light that is above us.

This is an ideal event for teams to do after dinner 
and breaks the mould of the traditional dinner 

function. Make no mistake, it is an informative 
evening, packed with astronomical adventure.

Direction, out the box thinking, thinking big and 
connecting the dots are just some of the gains your
team will have as they follow the light.



CONTACT US

Find us in YouTube on 
http://www.youtube.com/user/ElephantsInMainSt
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